Introduction
Geophone orientation is a fundamental piece of information in the multicomponent method, since ground particles displacement direction should be known to interpret geologic information from S-waves. Traditionally a predefined geophone orientation is assumed, which implies careful geophone deployment during acquisition. An alternative is to obtain orientation directly from field information. Since polarization of seismic events depends on wave propagation direction, it has been proposed to use this property as a method to acquire information about geophone orientation. Indeed, polarization of first arrivals has been used successfully to obtain geophone orientation in VSP (DiSiena et al., 1984) , and marine data. (Gaiser, 1999) Bland and Stewart (1996) proposed to use first arrival polarization to obtain geophone orientation in land 3-C data. In this work the relation between horizontal polarization and geophone orientation is studied, comparing first-arrivals (P-wave refractions), S-wave refraction and ground roll. Polarization analysis results are compared with the results from the field geometry in real data, obtaining good correlation with S waves and ground roll. 
Theory and method
Polarization is the perticle trajectory resulting from wave propagation and depends on the propagating medium and wave mode. Direction and shape characterize polarization, and the shape, in general, can be linear or elliptical. In isotropic-homogeneous medium, polarization for P-waves is linear in the wave propagation direction, for S-waves is linear normal to the wave propagation direction and for surface waves (ground roll) is elliptical and retrograde. As polarization depends on propagation direction, from the recorded seismic events it would be possible to find a relation between geophone orientation and source receiver direction.
In this work three polarization analysis methods were used. Each one of them measures polarization with a different approach, and a comparison of the results from them allows to obtain different viewpoints and to verify the results. These methods are hodograms, histograms (DiSiena et al., 1984) and covariance matrix (Flinn, 1965) . With hodograms can be estimated visually individual event polarization, with histograms is possible to obtain polarization direction from a statistical analysis and with the covariance matrix method an elliptical approximation to the particle trajectory can be calculated. To compare the results it is assumed equivalence between the two opposite horizontal azimuths.
Results
Polarization analysis were applied to real data from Blackfoot III, an experimental 3-C high-resolution survey carried out in Alberta, Canada in 1997 (Hoffe et al., 1998) . A map of the spread used is in Fig. 1 and the corresponding vertical and radial components are in Fig. 2 .
Three events illustrated in Fig. 2 , were selected to be tested: first arrivals, corresponding to P-wave refracted waves (event 1), an event strong in the horizontal components, which we interpret as an S-wave refraction (event 2) and an event identified as ground roll (event 3). Comparing the results of these events, it can be noticed a higher correlation with field geometry for S-wave (Fig. 4) and ground roll (Fig. 5 ). Figure 6 shows the covariance matrix analysis of the horizontal components for each event: first-breaks in Fig.  6(a) , S-refraction in Fig. 6(b) and ground-roll in Fig.6(c) . These results confirm that a better correlation can be found for the S-wave refraction and ground roll than for the Pwave refraction. Interestingly, anomalous polarization, indicated with numbers in Figure 5 
Conclusion
From the high correlation between source receiver direction and polarization of the event that we identify as S-wave refraction and ground roll, we conclude that there is a quite good azimuthal information in them, as opposed to the much more scattered azimuths from P-wave refraction. Then it is possible to suggest that these events can be used to obtain information about geophone orientation. In fact, possibly several events with significant horizontla motion (e. g. multiply converted refraction) can provide good azimuthal estimates of the wave propagation direction and thus the geophones´ orientation
